HOLBA & Litovel ORIENT EXPRESS
Sporticus MČR v MTBO
EVENT INSTRUCTIONS - Bulletin 3
Dear O‐ladies and O‐gentlemen
Welcome at Šternberk on the 4th ORIENT EXPRESS MTBO EVENT organized by GIGANT Orienteering club.
After free years we are here again to live through a nice competition event together in the wonderful terrains of
central Moravia, near the historical city of Olomouc. This time again, we have prepared for you both technically
and physically challenging tracks in forests that create the natural barrier between plentiful and flat region o
Haná and the highest mountain chain Jeseníky.
We hope that with support of nice weather, our ability to improvise and your cheer mood, you will spend a nice
long weekend at Šternberk. In addition to racing, traditionally, we will set up an extra program for you to relax
and have fun!
On behalf of all GIGANTs
Competition director Alda Linhart
ORGANIZER
GIGANT Orienteering, z. s.
Czech orienteering federation
SCHEDULE
 26th August 2016 Middle (Event Centre 1), 9th round of the Czech Cup MTBO, WMS
 27th August 2016 Sprint (Event Centre 2), 10th round of CC, Czech Championship, WRE, 5th round of SC
 27th August 2016 Relay (Event Centre 2), Czech Championship of Relay, World Masters Relay
 28th August 2016 Long (Event Centre 1), 11th round of CC, WMS, WRE, 6th round of SC

EVENT CENTRE
 Event centre 1: Šternberk - Dolní Žleb, Autocamp, GPS: 49.7478050N, 17.3056139E
 Event centre 2: Domašov u Šternberka, football pitch, GPS: 49.7016822N, 17.3333394E
ATTENTION! The Hvězdné Udolí Street is a subject of a long time closure, the alternative access via Světlov
Street is not marked! Please follow the camping navigation and the orienteering control sign. For the access we
recommend to take the Uničovská Street.
Caution! There is a stationary radar trap on the access route to Šternberk from directions of Opava and
Olomouc!

EVENT OFFICE - REGISTRATION
 Friday 26th August 2016 11:00 - 13:00, Event Centre 1
 Saturday 27th August 2016 7:00 - 8:00, Event Centre 1, lists of relays via ORIS (Czech orienteering
information system) or in Event Centre 2 till 13:00
 Sunday 28th August 2016 8:00 - 9:00, Event Centre 1

You will receive race number bibs, fixing tapes and fee payment receipt. All other information, instruction and
start lists will be put up on the bulletin board in the event centres and on event Web Pages. Maps showing the
start will be set up on bulletins board as well.
COMPETITORS LABELING
All accommodated competitors will receive wristbands. The wristbands must be wearied visibly when being in
Campsite. Non accomodated competitors will be given a different color wristband, allowing them as well the
access to the campsite. If being accompanied by parents or lovers, please do ask for wristbands for them as
well! Those not wearing a wristband would be cast out from the campsite.
MAPS
Special MTBO map according ISMTBOM 2011, scale for sprint 1:5 000, middle 1:7500, relays 1:10 000, long 1:15
000, update 8/2016. The maps are not waterproof (except the maps for relay).
A special referenced marking n°839 for allowing the bike to ride out of routes is used in two options:


Orange color for open space terrain both for line and area



Black color hatching for forest space

PARKING
Parking on the camp site (event centre 1) is only permitted to camper cars. The competitors accommodated in
camp cabins and tents are allowed to enter the campsite only to unload and then will have to repark their car
on the adjacent parking lot. The traffic will be one way organized within the campsite – countreclock direction.
Thank you for understanding this arrangement that will help us to provide healthy and safe environment for us
and mainly for our kids. Please do care for the organizer instructions and park efficiently.
For parking fee see bulletin 2. Please do keep parking labeling for car that will be issued after payment.
Parking in the event centre 2 is on an adjacent meadow (see event centre2 plan). The parking fee from event
centre 1 is valid for the parking 2 as well. Those cars not labeled from parking 1 would be asked to pay a parking
fee for parking 2 of 50 CZK.
NUMBER BIBS
You will receive number bibs hen presented at the event office. Bibs have to be placed visibly on your bike. A
competitor keeps the same number for all individual races. You will be issued an extra number bib set for the
relay in exchange of the competitors’ list ant the event office. Open categories = OS and OL have no number
bibs. Those competitors that do not compete the Friday race do not forgot to pick up your number bib in the
event office!
PUNCHING SYSTEM
Electronic Sport Ident. If SI fails, use fields R1 – R3 in the map corner. You finish by punching the SI unit at the
finish line. In case of “photo finish” in the relay race, sequencing on finish line is conclusive. Finish unit is
punched after the finish line.
EQUIPMENT CHECK
Equipment check will be performed at start for MW10, MW 14, MW 17, OPEN classes only. You will not be
admitted to the race without wearing a helmet. The bikes of all competitors must have the tires with minimal
width of 1.5’’.

BIKE DEPOSITORY
All the campsite area is fenced and booked exclusively for the race. The camp access will be only permitted to
wrist labeled competitors and company. An extra bike depository is not being set up. We do ask all of
competitors to report any person without wrist label to the organizers. Keeping bike in the cabin interior is
allowed. Please do keep your bikes safe.
BIKE WASH
Bike cash area will be set up in the event centers with brooms and brushes, WAP …
RESTROOMS
At campsite. At the event centre 2 TOITOI (mobile lavatory). At the start for the LONG race TOITOI (mobile
lavatory). The USE of the castle garden is PROHIBITED!
RESULTS
Preliminary results will be displayed on the fly. Official results then every evening on bulletin board in the event
centre.
PRICE GIVING CEREMONY
Friday from 7 p.m., Saturday from 8 p.m. Sunday after the race (around 2:30p.m.), the exact time of ceremony
will be announced by speaker during the race.
FIRST AID
At the event centers.
REFRESHMENTS
Water and sport drink will be offered to competitors at the finish area after the race.
A buffet at the event centre is provided by a professional company Samson with the survey of the organizers. A
compelling menu of breakfast is prepared! Vicko the Chef will offer a vegetarian menu and cheese specialist
Brazzale small snacks. More detailed information in the article: “What shall you eat? “ on our webpage.
MANDATORY PASSAGES
Red ribbons: from start to map start and from the last checkpoint to the finish line (those are mandatory
passages).
In the MIDDLE race the common last checkpoint is not set, the competitor has to find his way till the finish
(there is not the mandatory passage set). Other mandatory passages will be set during the relay race (see
event centre 2 plan)
Maps at the finish
Put your maps to a plastic bag with an abbreviation of your club after crossing the finish line. The maps will be
distributed once the last competitor of the race had started (except friday middle).
RULES
Races are run in accordance with the MTBO rules and competition rules of ČSOS.
Exception: During the Sprint race, riding off routes is permitted. A special referenced marking n°839 (Orange
color both line and area) is used to amplify the readability of ridable track of tankodrom and motocross.
NOTICE
You compete at your own liability in all races. Be careful when over passing and ride carefully on roads! Even if
the road crossing will be marked, please do respect traffic regulations and yield the right-of-way!
Ride and pass by on the right side! Overtaking procedure: Overtaking competitor shouts “RIGHT” or “LEFT”, the
overtaken one takes the opposite direction. The downhill riding competitor is always prioritary.
DISTANCES and OTHER INFORMATIONS
All the distances are gives from the daily event centre. The distance from event centre 1 and 2(Saturday

program) is 8km. The way to the start will not be marked, there is a map offered and presented on the bulletin
boards.
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CATEGORY OPEN (incomers, without license)
To participate in categories Open, no registration or license is needed. You can troll for the course at the event
office registration. For the enrollment fee see bulletin 2. The competitors in categories OPEN are allowed to
start at their disposition during the starting times of the race.
CATEGORY MW10
For all of the individual courses the MW10 category race is offered. Kids may enroll on place. The course might
be done either with bike or on foot, parents, who had finished their race already, may accompany their kids.
The course is set with the system of smiling faces (for more details see the article” We will look after your
kids“). For Sunday we prepared for kids an Orienteering duathlon (foot/bike). Starting possible at your
disposition.
Due to a complicated situation in the forest and safety reasons we decided to postpone the Friday´s Middle
race for the category MW10 for Saturday´s evening. The race will take place as a shortened Scorelauf directly
after the relay race (approximately 6p.m.) in the event centre 2. There will be a mass jump off, we hope with a
loud support of spectators. There is no fee asked for participation in the race. Parents may take part with their
kids.
ORIENT Kindergarten
Babysitting service will be offered every day, starting 30min before the start time of the first competitor. The
service will terminate 60min (for sprint, middle) and 100 min (for long course) after the start time of the last
competitor. The kids left afterwhile will be offered a dram of Liquor and a coffee.
Please do provide your kids with drinks and food! Do not hesitate to pick up your kids – the kindergarten is not
here to take care of your kids while you are having a beer!
COURSE DETAILS
Given distances are as the crow flies, vertical drop for ideal course. For the LONG race, the competitors of
categories W21E, W21A, M21E, M20, M21A, M21B, M21C, M40 will be given two maps (2x A3 format)
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RELAY
A model event of handover of the relay will be organized at 2:30 p.m. Last checkpoint is accessible to public,
and an extra spectator’s checkpoint is set. The radio check for the speaker will be situated at the spectator
checkpoint and at the before last checkpoint.

start 15:00 – M

start 15:10 - M120, M160, MW120, MW160

start 15:20 - W, W120, OPEN

The mass jump off for the competitors of the 2nd and the 3rd relay will be announced by the speaker
(estimated time 5: p.m.).
Categories M120 + MW120 + M160 + MW160 will attend the same course, the Veteraniada ČR will be
announce after compilation of all those categories to one M120.
The rules of participation, estimated winner times and course distances are according the MTBO course
directive for 2016. The category M160 is open to competitors born at and before 1966, the summe of age years
of participants at least 160.
EXTRA PROGRAM
Friday and Saturday night an Orient bike party will take place after price giving ceremony. For more information
see WebPages, article: “Culture for everyone”
SERVICES AND KIOSKS
Any sale service and marketing can be done only when approved by the Competition director. At the event
centre Sporticus, ForRide.cz, One Way, Autopilot will be operating.
HAPPY HOUR
Saturday night starting at 7 p.m. before the price giving ceremony, we invite you to participate to test our
sponsored HOLBA and LITOVEL beer for only a half price!
OBJECTIONS
Objections might be addressed to the main referee under 200CZK fee. Lodging of an objection should be done
on paper and 60 minutes before the estimated finish closure.
JURY
Michaela Gigon, Jaroslav Rygl, Jan Urban
INFORMATION
www.bike-orientexpress.cz
COMPETITION OFFICIALS
Competition director: Aleš Linhart
Main referee: Luděk Valík
IOF Advisor for WRE: Milan Meier
The competition may take place thanks to Lesy České republiky, s.p., the municipality of Šternberk, commune
of Domašov u Šternberka a Company Excalibur Army.
Looking forward to see you soon!
Team GIGANT Orienteering
Alda Linhart, competition director

